Application for President’s Gold Medal/Director’s Gold Medal/
Professor B.B. Bansal’s Memorial Gold Medal for award
during 7th Convocation of the Institute
(Only for B.Tech./B.Pharm. 2014 batch Students)

Application for (Name of Medal): ____________________________________________
(If you are applying for more than one medals, separate application should be submitted)

1. Name: _________________________________________________________________

2. Roll Number: ________________________________________________________

3. Department: __________________________________________________________

4. Programme: ___________________________________________________________
   (Name of Course)

5. CPI after Semester VIII: _________________________________
   (i) Number of A* awarded during the programme: ______________________
   (ii) At least one A* awarded in Each Year (Yes/No) : ____________________
   (iii) Number of A awarded during the programme: ______________________

6. Do you obtain any F or Z grade during the programme: __________________
   (If yes give details)

7. Give a brief summary (around 500 words) highlighting your achievements which may be considered for the award:

Date: ___________________________  Signature of student _______________________

Note: Your application in the above format must reach at office.academic@itbhu.ac.in by 15th September 2018. Name of the recipient shall be decided by committee constituted for the purpose.
The Terms and Conditions for the award of Medals are given below:

1. **President’s Gold Medal (One, Every Year)**
   (a) To be awarded to a graduating Undergraduate student only;
   (b) The student should have –
      ★ Atleast FOUR A* Grades in the overall B.Tech./B.Pharm. programme with atleast ONE A* Grade each year.
      ★ No ‘F’ Grade to be earned during the entire programme

2. **Director’s Gold Medal (One, Every Year)**
   (a) To be awarded to a student of Undergraduate programme. For outstanding all-round performance and excellent organizational abilities and leadership qualities in the graduating class among all disciplines of B.Tech./B.Pharm Programmes of study.
   (b) The student should not have any ‘F’ grade in the entire programme.

3. **Professor B.B. Bansal’s Memorial Gold Medal (One, Every Year)**
   (a) To be awarded to an undergraduate student of engineering from the Indian Institute of Technology (BHU)
   (b) The award for an academic year is to be given to a student who completes all requirements of undergraduate degree in the same academic year.
   (c) The student should not have failed in the end semester Examination any time.
   (d) The student must show the best overall performance in all equally important following three areas:
      ★ Overall academic performance
      ★ Participation & achievements in Technical model creation/technical paper/poster in workshop/publication of research paper.
      ★ Participation in social outreach programmes such as blood donation camps, contribution in illiteracy-removing programme, contribution in an organized way towards up-liftment of health and literacy level of poor.